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establish a commemorative period for

the week following June 21 to honor
James Chaney, Andrew Goodman, and
Michael Schwerner. I wholeheartedly
endorse this call and wish to bring it to
the attention of my colleagues with the
hope that they will join with me in endorsing the call for a commemorative

period.
I include the call at this point in the
RECORD:
COMMITTEE To ISSUE A CALL FOR ESTABLISHMENT OF A COMMEMORATIVE PERIOD FOR THE
WEEK FOLLOWING JUNE 21, To HONOR THE

THsEE BOYS MURDERED IN MISSISSIPPI IN

Representatives from Mississippi. The
announcement of the filing of the depositions should remind the House that the
House will be called upon to take final
action upon this vital matter. The Reverend Martin Luther King said:

The unseating of the Mississippi Congressmen will be the test of the moral integrity of the Congress of the United States.

That test will come.

After the record

is printed, the matter will be referred
to the House Administration Committee.
Under the rules of the House the House
Administration Committee should report

to the House by July 4 of this year.
Mr. Speaker, we must not fail to meet
our responsibility. There is no question
that Negroes were unconstitutionally disenfranchised in the 1964 Mississippi congressional elections and that those elections were unconstitutional. The only
remedy under the Constitution is for the
House to deny the beneficiaries of illegal
elections the right to sit in the House.
In anticipation of the day when we will
be called upon to make our judgment,
I wish to bring to the attention of my
colleagues the statements of Dr. Martin
Luther King; James Farmer, National
all so that we may benefit with a brighter, Director of CORE; John Lewis, chairman
more secure future. We urge the executive of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating
branches of government, both on the State Committee; and Lawrence Guyot, chairand municipal levels, to take appropriate man of the Mississippi Freedom Demoaction for the creation of a truly significant
cratic Party, which were delivered at the
commemorative period during the month of press conference on May 17.
June. We urge our congressional delegation
The statements follow:
in Washington, D.C., to take the appropriate
action to bring the focus of attention on this STATEMENT BY DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING,
1964
We, the undersigned, do hereby form ourselves into a committee for the purpose of
commemorating the anniversary of the ordeal and deaths of the three boys who sought
to bring equality and personal freedom to the
oppressed citizens of Mississippi: James
Chaney, Andrew Goodman, and Michael
Schwerner. We call upon all citizens of New
York to make special efforts to observe the
period beginning June 21 and culminating
June 28, 1965. It is fitting that we, as
citizens of New York, observe this period as
one of great historic import to the struggle
for the rights of all citizens, everywhere,
and that we honor the memory of those past,
present, and future, who are risking their

period and the appropriate activities set to
take place. We urge the industry and the retail stores of New York to participate with
local government in the display of photographs of the murdered boys. We urge that
both government and private industry make
special efforts to participate significantly in
a schedule of special ceremonies to mark this
period.
Committee: Mr. James Farmer, Miss Lisa
Howard, Mrs. Newman Levy, Mr. Andrew Norman, Mr. Marvin Rich, Mr.
Jackie Robinson, Mr. Jack Shor, Mr.
David Susskind, Miss Pauline Trigere,
Mr. Robert Wechsler, Mr. Gerald
Zipper.

MISSISSIPPI CHALLENGE
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to extend my remarks at
this point in the RECORD and include ex-

traneous matter.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from New
York?
There was no objection.
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, on January
4, 1965, when I objected to swearing in
the 5 Representatives-elect from Mississippi, 149 Members of the House voted
against seating them because of the systematic disenfranchisement of Negro
citizens in the State of Mississippi.
Mississippi Negroes are still being denied
the right to vote. Under title 2, section
201, et seq., United States Code, the statutory challenge to the Mississippi delegation continues.

On May 17 the Mississippi Freedom
Democratic Party held a press conference to announce the filing of more than

600 depositions with the Clerk of the
House in support of the challenge to the

MAY 17, 1965, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Today, on the 11th anniversary of the
historic Supreme Court decision outlawing
segregation in the public schools, the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party has filed
with the Clerk of the House of Representatives the more than 600 depositions taken
in support of the challenges to the seating
of the entire congressional delegation from
Mississippi. This indeed is a momentous
and historical moment. I wholeheartedly
support, as I have from the beginning, these
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As we take these depositions to the Congress, I ask of the Congress fast remedial
action and the rejection of the regular Mississippi congressional pretenders who have
been elected on a platform of blood and
disenfranchisement.
CORE is prepared to take whatever steps
may be necessary to support this challenge.
Discussions are underway as to a schedule
of massive demonstrations if the Congress
fails to act and act quickly. These demonstrations will be in large part directed at
Congressmen across the Nation who have
opposed this challenge. For example, on
June 20, a major demonstration is planned
for Brooklyn, N.Y., calling attention to Congressman EMANauEL CELLER and the Brooklyn
congressional delegations vote against the
fairness resolution on January 4, 1965.
As to the voting rights bill before Congress
at this moment, these depositions bear tragic
witness to the need for this bill-and more
specifically to the need for a bill with real
legislative and judicial teeth.
STATEMENT

BY JOHN LEWIS,

CHAIRMAN,

THE

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COM-

MrrTEE, MAY 17, 1965, WASHINGTON, D.C.
The issues raised by the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party challenge o the congressional delegation from Mississippi go to
the heart of Negro exclusion from the political processes in Mississippi and the South.
The questions of the challenge goes beyond
the processes of registration. It goes to the
issue of actual participation in elections and
the political processes. It is entirely possible that the mere fact of being registeredthereby qualified-to vote will not enable
Negroes in Mississippi to actually vote since
economic intimidation and violence will still
be available to those who are opposed to Negro
voting.

The challenges are based specifically on

the lack of Negro participation in the elections of November 1964. The evidence covered by the depositions given cover not only
obstruction to registration, but the acts of
economic harassment and violence that are
also used as a matter of policy by the State.
It is only when the Congress unseats the
Mississippians and calls for and conducts
free and open elections in Mississippi for
these seats that the Negroes in the State
will be free to participate. It is only when
challenges.
The unseating of the Mississippi Congress- the Congress takes these actions that the
men will be the test of the moral integrity political forces in the South that are opof the Congress of the United States. The posed to Negro voting will understand that
weakening of the voting bill by the Senate's Congress and the Nation are serious about
shameful action in stripping away the anti- guaranteeing the rights of Negroes to fully
participate in the proceses of government.
poll-tax provision makes it absolutely imRecognizing this the Student Nonviolent
perative that the House of Representatives
does not waiver in its obligation to unseat Coordinating Committee stands ready to
the Congressmen. The unseating will make commit the major portion of its organizational resources and energies to the support
any voting bill meaningful.
I, therefore, again pledge myself and the of this challenge during the next 2 months.
We plan to use our organizing staff in
Southern Christian Leadership Conference to
the fullest support of the challenges of the Mississippi to support the voter registration
Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party and drives, mass rallies and political demonstrations called for by the local community leadcall upon all Americans to join with me in
ers of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic
this commitment.
Party. Our offices and support organizations
in the North are working with other orgaSTATEMENT OF JAMES FARMER, NATIONAL
nizations in the northern communities to
DIRECTOR, CORE
publicize the challenge and garner congresCORE unequivocally supports the historic sional support from these communities. We
are at present recruiting 2,000 students and
challenge of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party and calls for a great coalition of young people to convene in Washington in
civil rights, political and civil organizations June for the purpose of engaging in lobbyand individuals to join this struggle. CORE ing and educational workshops around this
pledges its fullest support of MFDP on this challenge. These young people engaged in
11th anniversary of the Supreme Court de- the Washington lobby will disperse, some to
cision outlawing segregation in the public Mississippi to participate in activities there
and others will return to their home comschools.
The chronicle of brutality to be presented munities to organize activities directed to
today in these petitions has no equal in the local Congressmen. This activity will be in
parliamentary history of our Nation. These support of unseating the Mississippians and
are real voices of the real Americans who calling for free elections in Mississippi.
SNCC stands ready to support with all its
have been bloodied and even murdered in
organizational resources, both North and
their efforts to exercise the right to vote.
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South, any call that comes from the MFDP
and its allies for a national mobilization of
people in Washington.
STATEMENT BY LAWRENCE GUYOT, CHAIRMAN,

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, MIssIssiPPi FREEDOM DEMOCRATIC PARTY, WASHINGTON, D.C.,

MAY 17, 1965
Today the Mississippi Freedom Democratic
Party is submitting to the Clerk of the
House of Representatives more than 600
depositions of evidence taken in Mississippi
conclusively proving that the 5 Congressmen from that State were elected by processes violating the Constitution of the
United States and the political rights of over
400,000 Negroes in Mississippi. These depositions of evidence were collected by lawyers
acting in behalf of the MFDP in support of
the challenges we have instituted to the
seating of the Congressmen from that State
under title 2, section 201-26, of the United
States Code.
OFFICIAL PARTICIPATION OF STATE ATTHORITIES

IN NEGRO DISENFRANCHISEMENT
This testimony is not only the statements

of hundreds of Negroes in the State describing shootings, private acts of intimidation
such as bombings, beatings, evictions, and
dismissals from jobs which they suffered for
attempting to register. It also includes con-

clusive evidence of officially perpetrated and
inspired harassment, the admission of State

officials of their own participation in organized racism, and illustrates the close ties
and overlapping interests between such organizations as the White Citizens' Councils
and the State administration in depriving
Negroes of the right to vote.
Mr. Earl Johnson, Jr., director of the taxsupported Mississippi Sovereignty Commission, admitted under oath that as of January 1 of this year $193,000 drawn from public
funds had been given by that agency to the
White Citizens' Council. Richard Morphew,
public relations director for the citizens'
councils admitted to having received the
money and testified that "the first major
accomplishment and the first project undertaken by the councils on a State level was
the passage of the (Mississippi) constitutional amendment to raise voter qualifications in Mississippi." Mr. Morphew testified that "it was not uncommon for a great
many people in public life in Mississippi to
be proud of their membership in the council," and that Congressmen WHITTEN, COLMER, and WILLIAMs "participated in citizens'
council forums," and that to the best of his
recollection Governor Johnson is a member.
Over 400 depositions of local Negroes and
voter registration workers document the
patterns of intimidation and terror suffered
by Negroes seeking to vote. Mrs. Aylene
Quinn, of Macomb, testified that her house
was bombed after she sheltered voter registration workers and attempted to register.
The bombers were released with suspended
sentences. George Johnson, a law student
working on voter registration in Greenwood,
testified that police officers threatened him
with castration while he was in custody at
the jail.
In making these depositions, amounting to
over 15,000 pages of evidence the Negro people of Mississippi have again come forward
to risk reprisals of violence and terror. However, these depositions, formally signed and
witnessed, are an incontrovertible body of
evidence proving that the general elections
of November 1964 in Mississippi were unconstitutional. They prove that the conditions
described by President Johnson on March 15,
"The harsh fact is that in many places in this
country men and women are kept from voting
simply because they are Negroes. Every device of which human ingenuity is capable
has been used to deny that right," applies
very specifically to Mississippi.

RESPONSIBILITY PLACED

HOUSE

WITH HOUSE

The submission of this evidence and the
filing of a final legal brief completes the legal
aspects of the challenges. We have made
enough evidence available to the Congress
to convince any reasonable and unbiased
panel. We now call upon the Clerk of the
House, the Subcommittee on Elections of the
Committee on House Administration and the
Members of Congress to act swiftly to insure
that the House of Representatives has a full
opportunity to examine the evidence and
charges brought in these challenges at any
early date.
There are, for example, a number of depositions which are being inexplicably held up
by white notary publics and hearing officers
in Mississippi. In these cases we are submitting duplicates of all statements which

are still unsigned by the Mississippi officials

with receipts showing that the hearing officer is in possession of the originals, which
have not been sent back as the statute provides. We urge the Clerk to proceed with all
subsequent steps of the challenge.
CHALLENGE

ENTERS NEW PHASE-NATIONAL
ACTION PROGRAM BEGINS

After today the progress of this challenge
will be at the pace imposed by the internal
machinery of the House. The Mississippi
Freedom Democratic Party is presently engaged in taking the issue to the Nation. With
the support and assistance of major orga-

nizations within the civil rights movementthe Southern Christian Leadership Con-

ference, the Congress of Racial Equality, the
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, and others we are currently engaged in

discussion to formulate a program of action

in the North and the South. Mr. James
Farmer, of CORE, and Mr. John Lewis, of
SNCC, are present to discuss this further.
On April 24 a conference was held in Washington to begin the national effort in the
north. In addition to the civil rights organizations there were representations from 40
civic, religious and labor organizations from
30 States. Action is now being taken to
bring to Washington delegations from these
States to bring the issue of the challenge to
Congressmen from the various areas. This
effort will culminate in a national convocation in Washington during July.

U.S. POLICY IN THE DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC
Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent to address the House
for 1 minute and to revise and extend
my remarks.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Minnesota?
There was no objection.
Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, I have
been a strong supporter of the foreign
policy of the United States. I believe
that, in general, since World War II the
United States has pursued the most enlightened, farsighted policies which have
been followed by any major power in
history.
Our Government has made mistakes
along the way. No government possessing the power and the responsibilities
which accrue to the United States will
always act wisely.
I believe that today the U.S. Government is making one of those mistakes
in its current posture in the Dominican
Republic. Moreover, I fear this mistake
to be among the most serious since the
end of World War II. Today we have
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over 15,000 marines in the Dominican
Republic who are standing idly by while
hundreds of persons are being killed in
a dispute between two factions. The ulti.
mate resolution of this conflict by force
bodes no good for the people of that unfortunate island.
We stand helplessly by without a policy
and without support from among our
friends in the free world. It is my con.

sidered judgment that present events

are inexorably leading to the destruction
of the spirit and substance of the OAS.
Our moral position in international affairs is being seriously undermined, and
our lack of effectiveness dramatically dis.
played for all the world to see.
Mr. Speaker, last Monday on the floor
of this House I called upon our Govern.
ment to announce its support for a referendum to be conducted by the OAS or
by the United Nations as a substitute for
the needless killing now going on.
Today I renew my plea. It is my considered judgment that the United States
must take two immediate steps. First,
it should directly intervene in the current fighting and interpose a barrier between the two sides. Second, it should
announce that U.S. forces will be utilized
in the Dominican Republic for the sole
purpose of permitting the people of the
Dominican Republic to decide which of
the contending factions it prefers to
serve as an interim government. We
should announce our intention to abide
by that choice, and we should ask the
OAS or the United Nations to establish
the procedures for carrying out such a
referendum.
Mr. Speaker, the United States must
act within the collective conscience of its
citizens. I know of no American citizen
who wants to seek continued bloodshed
on that island, or who wishes for the
people of that nation any government
other than one which they themselves
would choose by the ballot box. It is
time for this Government to express this
collective American conscience by acting
to restore the confidence of the world in
our purposes and our commitment to
freedom and the right of people to choose
their own government.
LEGISLATION DESIGNED TO ESTABLISH A FEDERAL MURDER LAW
TO ACHIEVE APPROPRIATE JUSTICE AND VERDICTS IN THE TRIAL
OF PERSONS CHARGED WITH
RIGHTS
CIVIL
OF
MURDER
WORKERS
Mr. ROSENTHAL. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent to address the House
for 1 minute and to revise and extend
my remarks.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from New
York?
There was no objection.
Mr. ROSENTHAL. Mr. Speaker, I
am today submitting legislation designed
to establish a Federal murder law with
the purpose of dealing with one of the
most disturbing phenomena in the conduct of American jurisprudence-the
failure to achieve appropriate justice and
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verdicts in the trial of those charged

with the commission of murder of civil
rights workers.
The last decade has seen seven major
murders of Negro and white civil rights
workers in the South, and although overwhelming evidence of guilt was amassed
by law enforcement officials, none of
those so charged has been found guilty.
Innumerable other unreported or less
publicized murders have been committed
in the absence of the threat of meaningful prosecution.
It is my hope that the legislation I
am today proposing will elicit from the
House a full hearing and the final answer to this unacceptable denial of justice. These miscarriages of justice
demonstrate the need for a Federal
murder statute, as did the Lindbergh
tragedy dramatize the necessity for a
Federal kidnaping statute.
The maintenance of equal protection
of the law and the right of all citizens
of the United States to expect the unobstructed exercise of justice in every
city and State of the Union should be unquestioned. If local law enforcement is
inadequate, or unwilling to meet this responsibility, then the Federal Government must, in the last analysis, take

HOUSE

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from New
Mexico?
There was no objection.
Mr. MORRIS. Mr. Speaker, unlike
some of my colleagues who have spoken

on the House floor today, I believe that
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ready is causing turmoil in certain industries. I refer to the proposed effective
date of certain of these tax reductions.
For example, the excise tax reductions on
automobiles would take effect on May 14,
the date of the President's message to the
Congress. The purpose, obviously, is to
prevent an abrupt curtailment of auto
purchases by persons who, quite logically,
would otherwise wait until the tax reduction becomes effective.
But, for many business machines, the
effective date would not become effective

we do have a policy in foreign affairs. I
believe that we do have friends abroad
and I believe that the President of the
United States is implementing this policy.
Mr. Speaker, on May 15 of this year,
the Democratic State executive com- until July 1. I am advised this morning
mittee met in Santa Fe, N. Mex. This by one of the industries with plant locacommittee is composed of 32 county tions in southwest Missouri, that they are
chairmen throughout the State of New being flooded with cancellation or deMexico. They passed a
resolution ferral orders from clients who, quite
unanimously endorsing this Govern- logically, do not want to be penalized 10
ment's position in foreign affairs, our percent in the purchase price of expenforeign policy in southeast Asia, with sive machinery, much of it costing as
specific reference to Vietnam and our much or more as a new automobile. This
foreign policy in Latin America with spe- is in an area where 2- to 3-percent discific reference to the case of the Domini- counts are often sought. A 2- or 3-week
can Republic.
lag might be tolerable, but not the 7Mr. Speaker, I include in my remarks week lag, which may cause many layoffs
the resolution to which I have referred. and disruption of production, is intolerThe resolution referred to follows:
able. Even though the Congress may
ultimately make an earlier retroactive
RESOLUTION
Whereas the foreign policies of the United date, it will be too late because of the
States are of paramount concern to all present climate generated by the PresiAmericans and to the free world and those dent's message, and reportorial services.
action.
I hope the President will take immeMy bill would provide that murder or policies presented by President Lyndon B.
manslaughter, or the attempt thereof, Johnson are designed to maintain and con- diate action to correct this oversight by
tinue
freedom
and
liberty
for
nations
recommending an earlier effective date
committed by or upon any person who throughout the world; and
has traveled or is traveling in interstate
Whereas the policy of the United States on removal of excise taxes at least on
commerce would be a Federal offense and and the commitments made in southeast business machines.
therefore subject to the jurisdiction of Asia, such as those in South Vietnam, and
the Federal authorities. It is my ex- similar areas are for the purpose of insuring
BISHOP WILLIAM F. CREIGHTON
pectation that the Federal judicial sys- freedom in that part of the world; and
Whereas
the
United
States
under
President
Mr. GOODELL. Mr. Speaker, I ask
tem will provide a mechanism far freer
from local color and bias than has been Johnson has maintained and intensified its unanimous consent to address the House
policy to keep the nations of Latin America
offered by the States. Federal constitu- free from the shackles of international com- for 1 minute and to revise and extend
tional guarantees will be afforded to munism, particularly with the current pol- my remarks.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
those accused of murder and man- icy in the Dominican Republic: Now,
the request of the gentleman from New
slaughter, while the community at large therefore, be it
Resolved by the Democratic Party of the York?
will derive comfort from knowing that
There was no objection.
the selections of Federal judges and State of New Mexico and the county chairMr. GOODELL. Mr. Speaker, I rise
juries are more attuned to rendering fair men, meeting in Santa Fe, on this 15th day
May 1965, Do hereby endorse and vigor- today with great reluctance, but I believe
justice than to satisfying local prej- of
ously support the foreign policy of our Presi- the time has come for those of us in public
udices.
dent, Lyndon B. Johnson, particularly in reThe enactment of this legislation, and gard to South Vietnam and the Dominican life to express a word of caution to a
the resultant likelihood of increasing the Republic, and do dedicate ourselves to the revered and respected group in our sonumber of convictions in murder and furtherance of that policy for the benefit of ciety. I speak of bishops and other clergy
manslaughter cases, where such convic- all peoples of the world who love, desire, and who are rightly concerned with all human problems and committed to alleviattions are mandated by the evidence, will hold precious freedom.
ing human suffering.
serve as a deterrent to those who seek to
Yesterday a respected leader of my
defeat compliance with Federal civil
TURMOIL IN INDUSTRY-EXCISE
church, Bishop William F. Creighton,
rights statutes.
TAX GOOF
spoke with passion, and I fear a trace of
Mr. Speaker, in my judgment, it is
Mr. HALL. Mr. Speaker, I ask unan- malice, about one of our colleagues in the
regrettable that local law enforcement
the State of West
has so miserably failed in the preserva- imous consent to address the House for other body representing
Virginia. I do not question Bishop
1
minute
and
to
revise
and
extend
my
tion of the rights of all citizens of the
Creighton's right-yes, his obligation-to
remarks.
United States, making it necessary that
The SPEAKER. Is there objection speak earnestly and forthrightly about
century old legal concepts have to be to the request of the gentleman from public problems. I do question the prochanged. But, if we are to remain a free Missouri?
priety of a man of the cloth apparently
and democratic society, then changed
attacking motives and integrity, and in
There was no objection.
they must be.
Mr. HALL. Mr. Speaker, on Monday this case even implying lack of any huof this week, the President sent to Con- man compassion in a respected public
gress a message dealing with the removal official who happens to differ with him.
ENDORSEMENT AND SUPPORT OF of certain emergency excise taxes. I I often disagree with the gentleman from
THE FOREIGN POLICY OF PRESI- feel certain the Congress will enact major West Virginia myself, and I happen to in
legislation along these lines, as many of this case with reference to welfare policy.
DENT LYNDON B. JOHNSON
I regret, however, to read Bishop
us in the Congress have been urging for
Mr. MORRIS. Mr. Speaker, I ask years.
Creighton's characterization of our colunanimous consent to address the House
But, I am distressed, Mr. Speaker, that league and I quote:
for 1 minute, to revise and extend my re- the President has been the recipient of
If Senator BYRD'S heart, or the hbarts of
marks, and to include a resolution.
some extremely poor advice which al- men of whom he is typical, ever bleed even
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